Textile

Place of origin: India (made)
Date: 18th century (made)
Artist/Maker: Unknown
Materials and Techniques: Block-printed and painted cotton
Credit Line: Given by G. P. Baker
Museum number: IS.54-1950
Gallery location: In Storage

Descriptive line
Textile of block-printed and painted cotton, India, 18th century

Physical description
Textile of block-printed and painted cotton. With a floral pattern. The border has a continuous zig zag chain of flowers with a narrow wavy border of flower sprigs on a red ground below it. The upper part is filled with a repeating pattern of curving flower sprays reserving mirror wise in alternating rows. The colours of the flowers are also reversed. There are selvages along the top and bottom.

Dimensions

Museum number
IS.54-1950

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O73115/textile-unknown/